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1. Introduction 

The normal mode helical antenna (NMHA) i s  a common antenna used on transceivers for 
wireless communications due to its omnidirectional radiation pattem, large bandwidth and small 
physical size. Applications such as Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Croswell Radar 
Tomography (CRT) require ranges of frequency in the order of 4 MHz to I GHz and can benefit 
from the use of NMHA. In this work, a scale model of a NMHA operating from 0.2 CHz to 10 
GHz is developed for a CRT system at Northeastem University. Normal-mode helical antennas 
usually have a very Small bandwidth, while axial-mode helical antennas can be designed to 
operate with wide bandwidths. In [I], the bandwidth of the helical antenna is improved by 
improving the input matching of the antenna. This is accomplished by providing a transition 
between the feed point and the first tum of the helix. Parasitic monopoles were located around a 
helix in [2] to increase the bandwidth of a normal-mode helix. In addition, the diameter of the 
helix i s  tapered in [3] to increase the bandwidth of an axial mode helical antenna. Nevertheless, 
the bandwidth improvement is not enough for the requirements of this project. In this work, the 
antenna must operate in a frequency range from 0.2 GHz to IO GHm, with an omnidirectional 
radiation panem and less than O.Olm in diameter. To increase the bandwidth, a new methodology 
was introduced which combines a NMHA and the properties of a log-periodic array antenna. The 
final results of the VSWR obtained with a log-periodic NMHA (LP-NMHA) prototype were 
satisfactow for one 90% of the frequency range required. The normal mode operations of this 
antenna was verified with several radiation pattem meaiurements 

11. Design and R e i u l t ~  

The NMHA was selected because this antenna fits well with the research requirements 
(Omnidirectional radiation panem and small physical size). In addition. this antenna has several 
design parameters that c m  be scaled using the log-periodic principle to improve the impedance 
bandwidth [4]. The design premise was to change the separation between 1-3 (S) in a log- 
periodic fashion in a helical antenna, to maintain its normal mode operation for a wide 
bandwidth. 

Before introducing the log-periodic propenies in a NMHA, the authors performed several studies 
to consider which factors enhance the NMHA bandwidth. The first study consisted in optimizing 
four of i t s  parameters (number of (N), separation between hlms (S), diameter of the conductor 
(dw) and height of thc feeder (/h)). Based on design of experiments (DOE) and statistical 
techniqucs (2' factorial design) [ 5 ] ,  27 antennas were fabricated and measured. Eleven 
mathematical equations were obtainod and optimized to obtain the desirable parameters for a 
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VSWRO. The second smdy consisted in substituting the cylindrical conductor by a tape 
conductor. The width of the conductor used was found using the equivalent radius defined by 
Balanis in [6] and the results ofthe design of experiment mentioned before. The results are shown 
in Figure I .  Note that the VSWR is enhanced significantly when the tape conductor is used. The 
third study was carried out with the purpose of bowing if the support material used in the 
NMHA affects the bandwidth of this antenna. Three available materials with different relative 
permillhities were employed for this study: glass ( ~ r = 7 ) ,  delrin (cr=3.6) and wood ( ~ ~ 2 . 1 ) .  The 
results of the VSWR in the Figure 4 show that for the material with of lower relative permittivity 
the VSWR is lower. The material selected for this work was Delrin, this material is homogeneous 
and it does not present changes in its electrical propenies with the environment as wood does. 

Frequency IGRl 

Figure 1,VSWRafNMHAfardiKercnt 
m t m a i  suppon 

Figure 2. VSWR for different type af 
conductor 

The parameter selected to apply the log-periodic principle was the separation between tums (4. 
The diameter ofthe helical antenna (0) was not considered because it has to  be smaller than 0.01 
m, according with the design specifications. Nor was it considered the width of conductor (m 
due to the limitations presented in the fabrication ofthe antenna geometry. 

Based on the previous considerations, the LP-NMHA was designed considering the following 
steps: I )  Calculate Ihe wavelength in function of the highest frequency in the range of required 
frequency (IO GHz). 2) Assume one initial scale factor (io) between 0.76 to 0.98. 3 )  Considenng 
the second of Kraus' criteri. (S<O.Olh) the first value of S was obtained. 4) Determine the value 
of S for every tum dividing the previous S between the initial scale factor (r0). 4) Verify that the 
three Kraus' criteria IO guarantee the correct operation of the helix antenna in normal mode [7] 
far the entire frequency range. The scale factor is modified until all Kraus' criteria are met for the 
entire frequency range. The number of t u n s  for the antenna is then given by  the scale factor. This 
is shown in Figure 4, This plot gives the number of hlTns required to guarantee the normal mode 
operation ofthis antenna for W=0.003m, D-O.Olm and fi=0.003m. 
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Figurc I .  Geomeiryof LP-NMHA 
.-• 

Two LP-NMHA for two different scale factors r=0.805 and r=0.850 using Ihc hcforc procedure 
were performed at the UPRM Radiation Laboratory. The results ofthe VSWR that arc showed in 
the Figure 5 are satisfactory for a frequency range from 2.1 CHz to I2 GHz. To verify the norind 
inode operation of these antennas. several pattem mcasuremmts were pcrfarmed 81 the UPRM 
Radiation Laboratoly. These are shown in Figure 6 for the antenna with B scale factor ofO.805. 
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Figurr 6 .  Memurrd radialian paftcm ofthe LP-NMHA (T = 0.805 ) 

111. Conclusions 

A new methodology and procedure to enhance the bandwidth of the NMHA was presented. The 
log-periodic principle was applied to the separation between t u m  (S) of the NMHA; the 
bandwidth of this antenna is increased considerably. This techniaue was based on the three 
Kraus' criteria to guarantee the helical normal mode operation 

Several LP-NMHA antennas were desised and built and tested using this technique and the 
bandwidth is significantly improved for each ofthem. The frequency range of operation obtained 
covered Cram 2.1 GkIr to 12 GHz. To verib the normal mode operation, several panem 
measurements were performed. 
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